
David Garrick Papers, Hereford Museum 

Accession number:  1992-24/19 

Description: Small single sheet of paper, written on both sides. A receipted printed bill 

from Josiah Wedgwood addressed to David Garrick, Southampton Street, 

Covent Garden, 29 May 1771. [the material inserted by hand is in 

Lucida] 

Transcript:  Burslem in Staffordshire 29 May 1771 

  M
r

 Garrick 

  Bought of Josiah Wedgwood 
    Potter to her Majesty 
 
 NB His manufacture is sold at his Warehouse in Great Newport Street London, & at no 

other place in Town, and as he now sells for Ready Money only, he delivers the Goods 
safe & carriage free to London 

 

  12 Coffee Cups & saucers @     7s 

  2 pint mugs   9d    1s  6d 

  1 plain half pint 2 ½  1 Engin[e]d ditto  4 ½   7d 

  1 Gadroone[e]d ½ pint      3d 

  

 Received at same time the Contents in full 

 For W Wedgwood   John Wood 

    

Note: During 1771 Garrick was buying furnishings for the new house he was about to move into 

at number 5, the Adelphi, designed by the Adam brothers. He and Mrs Garrick finally moved in 

March 1772. I. MCIntyre, Garrick, 199, 466-8. 

Engined: ‘Josiah Wedgwood introduced engine turning as a technique to the ceramic industry 

in 1763. Engine turning is similar in its action to a standard wood or metal lathe except that it 

has an eccentric motion. It reciprocates in a horizontal plane while the shaft and object being 

worked rotate. The cutting tool is held stationary, cutting flutes or more complex patters as the 

reciprocating motion brings the object into contact. In this way a variety of repetitive patterns 

can be cut.’ 

[www.wedgwood.com/GB/Distinguished_House_of_Wedgwood/Techniques/Engine_turning_a

nd_Dicing accessed 12 April 2010]   

http://www.wedgwood.com/GB/Distinguished_House_of_Wedgwood/Techniques/Engine_turning_and_Dicing
http://www.wedgwood.com/GB/Distinguished_House_of_Wedgwood/Techniques/Engine_turning_and_Dicing
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Gadrooned: OED ‘gadroon – one of a set of convex curves or arcs joined at their extremities to 

form a decorative pattern used in ornamenting plate, in architecture, costume etc. Hence 

gadrooned’. 


